ABSTRACT This paper presents a stochastic geometry analysis of radio interference and a grid-based design of a primary exclusive region (PER) for spectrum sharing in the 3D unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) networks. When a UAV network shares frequency bands with a primary system (e.g., a weather radar system), the UAVs must avoid harmful interference with the primary system. To facilitate the design of a complex-shaped PER according to a primary user's antenna pattern, spatial grid models, namely cylindrical and cubic grid models, are introduced. In the cylindrical grid model, to approximate the distribution of the interference at the radar, the cumulants of the interference are expressed by expressions with simple integrals or even closed-form expressions based on the assumption that the distributions of the UAVs in each grid cell follow an inhomogeneous 3D Poisson point process (PPP). In the cubic grid model, the shape of the grid cell is approximated by the cylindrical grid cell to derive the cumulants of the interference because they cannot be calculated in the same manner as in the cylindrical grid model. Using the derived interference cumulants to determine a PER to satisfy the radar's outage probability target, an optimization problem that minimizes the number of the UAVs forbidden from transmitting signals is formulated. The numerical results confirm that the approximated interference distribution using cumulants is in acceptable agreement with the simulation results and the PER obtained from the proposed optimization problem improves the number of the transmitting UAVs by reducing the volume of grid cells.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum sharing is an important issue in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) networks. The usage of UAVs is increasing and their communications require large capacity and high speed for their wide range of application. To fulfill the aforementioned requirements, in addition to narrow dedicated bands, wide shared bands (e.g., 5.7 GHz band) are proposed for UAV transmissions [1] . However, primary users exist in these wide shared bands, and thus UAV communications are secondary and must avoid harmful interference to the primary users.
We investigate a grid-based primary exclusive region (PER) for spectrum sharing. The PER was introduced in [2] for cognitive networks. The secondary users inside the PER are forbidden from transmitting to guarantee a desired performance
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for the primary user. In [3] , the authors proposed a PER update framework that determines the optimal PER radius to minimize the area of the PER or maximize the transmission capacity of the secondary network. Given the primary user's receiver antenna patterns and the secondary user's transmitters density and transmission power, a spatial gridbased PER is introduced in [4] . The authors divide the twodimensional (2D) space into polar grids or square grids to design a complex-shaped PER. With respect to UAV networks, the 3D space should be treated to consider the height. The authors in [5] extended the standard concept of planar 2D cellular networks into 3D space. In [6] , the authors examined the concept of spectrum sharing of UAV small cell networks. They indicated that a 3D PER is determined as an upperhemisphere or upper-hemisphere segment based on the radius of the PER and the height limit. In [7] , the authors proposed the use of a cumulant matching approach to optimize the radius of an upper-hemisphere PER in 3D UAV networks. However, it is necessary to design a practical PER based on the primary user's antenna pattern to maximize the number of transmitting UAVs. For example, [8] designed a PER based on a cylindrical grid model using stochastic geometry analysis of the interference.
Stochastic geometry is a powerful mathematical tool that is used to analyze the performance metrics of wireless networks that exhibit random topologies [9] , [10] . Several studies have examined spectrum sharing using stochastic geometry. In [11] , the authors analyzed device-to-device spectrum sharing by modeling the positions of the nodes as a random spatial Poisson point process (PPP). PPP is typically used to model the distribution of wireless nodes owing to its tractability [10] . In [3] , the authors analyzed the aggregate interference at a primary user's receiver with a probability generating functional (PGFL) for the PPP.
This study presents a stochastic geometry analysis of the interference in UAV networks and proposes the design of a grid-based 3D PER. To design the PER according to a primary user's antenna pattern, a 3D space is divided into cylindrical and cubic grid cells. In the cylindrical grid model, to determine the distribution of the interference at the radar, the cumulants of the interference are expressed by expressions with simple integrals based on the assumption that the distributions of the UAVs in each grid cell follow an inhomogeneous 3D PPP. Furthermore, we expand the square grid model used in 2D systems [12] , [13] to the cubic grid model in 3D UAV networks. In the cubic grid model, we approximate the shape of the grid cell by the cylindrical grid cell to derive the cumulants of the interference because they cannot be calculated in the same manner in the cylindrical grid model. Using the derived interference cumulants, we analytically derive the radar's outage probability (OP), which is defined as the probability that the aggregated interference power at the primary user from the UAVs exceeds a threshold. Subsequently, the UAV's allowable transmission probability (ATP) is introduced in each grid cell to design a complex-shaped PER. Moreover, we formulate an optimization problem that minimizes the number of UAVs forbidden from transmitting under the OP target for the primary user.
The contributions of this paper are twofold. The first contribution corresponds to the analysis of the OP at the primary user in 3D networks based on the spatial grid models using stochastic geometry. Specifically, the approximation for the cubic grid cells allows the expression of the cumulants of the interference as simple integral expressions or even as closedform expressions. The second contribution is the design of the optimization framework for a 3D-shaped PER based on the derived interference cumulants, which increases the number of UAVs who can transmit without causing harmful interference to the primary user. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model based on the spatial grid model. Section III derives the interference cumulants and the radar's OP using stochastic geometry. Section IV formulates the optimization problem to design the complex-shaped PER. Section V explains the numerical evaluation. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. SYSTEM OUTLINE
We consider UAV networks in 3D space R 2 ×R + . Radar using the wide shared band is located at the origin and the UAVs are assumed to follow an inhomogeneous 3D PPP to present a stochastic geometry framework to design a 3D-shaped PER. The study introduces two types of spatial grids, namely cylindrical and cubic, to design the complex-shaped PER according to the primary user's antenna pattern. and k ∈ K 1 = {0, 1, . . . , M z − 1}, is expressed as follows:
where R denotes the radius of U 0jk and L denotes the height of each grid cell. It should be noted that the volume of all grid cells correspond to πR 2 L/M θ . Evidently, {U ijk } i∈I 1 ,j∈J 1 ,k∈K 1 are disjoint from each other. Moreover, we set these parameters such that the interference at the radar from UAVs outside i∈I 1 j∈J 1 k∈K 1 U ijk is negligible. 
. . , N y − 1}, and k ∈ K 2 = {0, 1, . . . , N z − 1} is expressed as follows:
where denotes the length of a side of the cube. It should be noted that the volume of all grid cells correspond to 3 .
D. DISTRIBUTION OF UAVS
This section focuses on a single grid cell S; S is U ijk or V ijk in the cylindrical or cubic grid models, respectively. Let the volume (Lebesgue measure) of S be denoted by |S|. With respect to each S, the density of UAVs is denoted as λ S , and the constant gain generated from the antenna patterns of the radar is denoted as g S . The UAVs are assumed to follow an inhomogeneous 3D PPP, not only on the surface of the grid cells. Let the inhomogeneous PPP and its intensity function be denoted by S and S , respectively. S :
We introduce the UAV's ATP in S as a S with 0 ≤ a S ≤ 1. UAVs with ratio a S in S are allowed to transmit in the wide shared band; the others can only transmit in the narrow dedicated band. That is, { S : 0 < a S < 1 } represents a PER where some, yet not all, UAVs are allowed to transmit in the wide shared band, and { S : a S = 0 } represents a PER where no UAVs are allowed to transmit. Note that by introducing the ATP, we can design a PER as the solution of a continuous optimization problem [4] .
The UAVs allowed to transmit in the wide shared band in S also follow an inhomogeneous PPP, and their intensity function is expressed as a S S (u). Let the inhomogeneous PPP be denoted asˆ S .
III. OUTAGE PROBABILITY
The radar's OP is defined as the probability that the aggregate interference power I total at the radar from all UAVs transmitting in the wide shared band exceeds the threshold I th . Thus, the radar's OP is expressed as P(I total > I th ).
A. AGGREGATED INTERFERENCE
The aggregated interference I total is defined as follows:
where I S denotes the interference at the radar from the UAVs allowed to transmit in a single grid cell S, and I S is expressed as follows:
where h d denotes the fading gain that is randomly distributed with unit mean between d ∈ˆ S and the origin, p S denotes the transmission power level of the UAVs in S, d denotes the Euclidean distance between d ∈ R 3 and the origin, and α denotes the path-loss exponent. We assume that the fading gain, h d , is an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variable, h, with a probability density function (PDF), f h .
B. INTERFERENCE CUMULANT
To derive the distribution of the interference, we calculate the nth cumulant of I total . Let the nth cumulant of a random variable, X , for n = 1, 2, . . . be denoted by κ n (X ). κ n (X ) for n = 1, 2, . . . uniquely determines the distribution of X .
Using the PGFL for PPP [9] , the moment generating function of I S , M I S , is expressed as follows:
From (6), the nth cumulant of I S , κ n (I S ), is obtained as
We calculate A n (S) to obtain κ n (I S ) in cylindrical and cubic grid models in the following sections.
C. INTERFERENCE CUMULANT IN CYLINDRICAL GRID MODEL
In the cylindrical grid case, I total is expressed as follows:
It should be noted that {I U ijk } i∈I 1 ,j∈J 1 ,k∈K 1 are mutually independent random variables because {ˆ U ijk } i∈I 1 ,j∈J 1 ,k∈K 1 are mutually independent inhomogeneous PPPs. Thus, from the cumulant additivity property [14] , κ n (I total ) is expressed as follows:
From (9), A n (U ijk ) is calculated as follows:
where r i := R √ i, θ j := 2πj/M θ , and z k := kL. When α corresponds to an integer greater than two, the integral in (13) converges. In the specific case of α = 3, κ 1 (I U ijk ) and κ 2 (I U ijk ) are calculated as in the following closed forms:
D. INTERFERENCE CUMULANT IN CUBIC GRID MODEL
In the cubic grid case, I total is expressed as follows:
{I V ijk } i∈I 2 ,j∈J 2 ,k∈K 2 are mutually independent random variables because {ˆ V ijk } i∈I 2 ,j∈J 2 ,k∈K 2 are mutually independent inhomogeneous PPPs. Thus, from the cumulant additivity property [14] , κ n (I total ) is expressed as follows: In this case, it is not possible to express A n (V ijk ) in (9) in a closed-form expression because the volume integral in (9) cannot be expressed in a closed form. We approximate V ijk by a cylindrical grid cell as in Fig. 3 to obtain A n (V ijk ) in a closed VOLUME 7, 2019 form. The grid cells exhibit the same volume and satisfy the following conditions:
1) The grid cells exhibit the same length in the z-axis.
2) The point of intersection of the midpoint of the radial side and midpoint of the circumference are equal to the point of intersection of the diagonals of the square grid cell. The coordinates of the point are expressed as
) in the Cartesian coordinates and (r ijo , θ ijo ) := (x 2 io + y 2 jo ) 1/2 , arctan 2j+1 2i+1 in the polar coordinates.
3) The radial length of the approximated grid cell is . 4) The central angle of the approximated grid cell is /r ijo . Subsequently, A n (V ijk ) is approximated as follows:
The validity of the approximation is established via numerical evaluations in Section V. When α corresponds to an integer greater than two, the integral in (20) converges. In the specific case of α = 3, κ 1 (I V ijk ) and κ 2 (I V ijk ) are calculated in the following closed forms:
E. RADAR'S OUTAGE PROBABILITY
We use the cumulant matching approach [15] , and the distribution of I total is expressed approximately as a log-normal distribution [16] . Using (11) or (19) , the PDF of I total , f I total , is expressed approximately as follows:
In this case, the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of I total is expressed as follows:
where Q(·) denotes the Q-function, which is defined as
Note that the radar's OP for the specific threshold I th is expressed using the CCDF as F I total (I th ) = P(I total > I th ). Here, we consider I a variable and I th a constant.
IV. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR DESIGNING PER
With the derived interference cumulants and CCDF, we determine a PER via an optimization problem. We define the objective function as the number of UAVs forbidden from transmitting signals and design an optimization problem to minimize this function. Furthermore, to ensure that UAV communications do not cause harmful interference with the radar, we impose the constraint that the radar's OP,F I total (I th ), must be less than or equal to a target β target as in [4] .
A. CYLINDRICAL GRID
In the cylindrical grid model, we formulate the optimization problem as follows:
This is a constrained nonlinear optimization problem. Note that (29) is equivalent to the problem of minimizing the volume of the PER when λ U ijk is identical for all U ijk .
B. CUBIC GRID
In the cubic grid model, we formulate the optimization problem as follows:
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
We determine the optimized PER by solving (29) and (30). Subsequently, we calculate the CCDF of the aggregate interference in both grid cases via Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the validity of the analytical results. Moreover, the number of UAVs transmitting in the wide shared band are evaluated.
For comparison, we assume that each grid cell in the cylindrical and cubic models exhibit the same volume. Subsequently, the side length of the cubic grid cell, , is expressed as follows:
We use Nakagami-m fading superimposed on log-normal shadowing [17] , and thus E(h n ) is expressed as follows:
where (·), m N , and σ S,dB denote the gamma function, Nakagami-m fading parameter, and log-normal shadowing parameter with a dB spread, respectively; ξ = 10/ ln(10).
A. PARAMETERS
To ensure radar safety, we assume that the radar's antenna gain for each grid cell S, g S , denotes the maximum value in S. Subsequently, g S is generated as follows:
where g(r, θ, ϕ) denotes the radar's antenna gain. As indicated in Fig. 4 , g(r, θ, ϕ) is assumed to be a keyhole antenna model [18] consisting of a mainlobe with bandwidths θ d and sidelobes for other directions. g(r, θ, ϕ) is expressed as follows:
where G m and G s denote the gains of the mainlobe and sidelobe, respectively. G m and G s satisfy the following equation:
We use the Pyomo modeling framework [19] to formulate (29) and (30) and solve the continuous nonlinear optimization problem numerically via the Interior Point Optimizer (IPOPT) solver [20] for continuous nonlinear optimization problems. For simplicity, the density of UAVs, λ S , and transmission power of the UAVs, p S , in each grid cell are assumed to be identical. Table 2 displays the parameter values.
B. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Figs. 5 and 6 display the radar's antenna gain and corresponding optimized PER in a 2D manner for each height in the cylindrical and cubic grid models, respectively. As indicated in these figures, the PER is designed according to the radar's antenna pattern. Moreover, a large PER is realized in the direction with high antenna gain and a small PER is realized in the direction with low antenna gain. A complex-shaped PER is an advantage of the proposed framework compared to a conventional upper-hemisphere PER [6] , [7] where the radius of the PER is the only parameter that must be determined based on the mainlobe gain. That is, the radius of a conventional upper-hemisphere PER can be calculated as the maximum distance between the origin and grid cells where the ATP is zero. Thus, the conventional PER design overestimates the interference and excessively prohibits the transmissions of UAVs, especially towards the sidelobe of the radar.
To validate the approximation (20), we evaluated the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the interference power from representative grid cells via the Monte Carlo simulation. Fig. 11 displays the ECDF of the interference power from the UAVs in the cubic grid cells and its approximated grid cells. The results indicate that the difference of the ECDF is small, and thus the approximation is valid. However, the difference of the ECDF of a distant grid cell is greater than that of a near grid cell because the volume of overlap between the two grid cells of the distant grid cell is less than that of a near grid cell. and theoretical result in the cubic grid case. This is because we assume the worst case with respect to antenna gain. A large difference exists between g S and g(r, θ, ϕ) in the cubic grid case. Fig. 13 displays the number of UAVs transmitting in the wide shared band, S a S λ S |S|, for each spatial grid. In the cylindrical grid case, we use the following parameters, (M r , M θ , M z , L) = (12, 12, 5, 1000/3), (10, 10, 4, 400), (8, 8, 3, 500) , (6, 6, 2, 2000/3) , N x = N y = M r , and N z = M z . R is calculated using (31) by setting = L. The number of UAVs transmitting in the wide shared band increases with decreases in the volume of each grid cell. Moreover, the number of UAVs transmitting in the wide shared band in the cubic grid case exceeds that of the cylindrical grid case. This is because in the cylindrical grid case, the interference is overestimated, unlike in the cubic grid case. Specifically, interference from grid cells partially towards the mainlobe is estimated as interference totally towards the mainlobe to ensure radar safety.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study presented a stochastic geometry analysis of interference in UAV networks and proposed a design for an optimal PER based on cylindrical and cubic grid models. The transmission probability of the transmitting UAVs for each grid cell was determined from the PER. The radar's OP was analytically derived by considering the UAV distribution in each grid cell as an inhomogeneous PPP. The derived expression was used, and the optimization problem was formulated. This maximizes the number of UAVs using the wide shared band under the constraint of the radar's OP target. Subsequently, the solution of the optimization problem was numerically evaluated. The results indicate that the PER is designed according to the radar's antenna pattern and that the number of transmitting UAVs increases with increases in the number of divisions.
